Ensemble size affects the quality of such forecasts, and this fact raises several questions for forecast developers, providers and users: what is the expected effect on verification scores of changing ensemble size; what is the explanation for the effect and how can it be estimated; which reference forecasts should be used for skill scores; and how should forecasts be compared between systems with different ensemble sizes? We answer these questions by deriving expressions, explanations and estimators for the expected effect of ensemble size on verification scores. With these tools, developers of forecasting systems can estimate the impact of increasing or decreasing their ensemble size before implementing the changes in their operational system. The potential forecast quality that would be reached with an infinite ensemble size can also be estimated. Furthermore, differences in the qualities of forecasting systems with unequal ensemble sizes can be diagnosed. For example, the scores that would be achieved by the systems were their ensemble sizes equal can be estimated and compared, perhaps revealing that the apparent superiority of one system is due only to its larger ensemble size rather than any fundamental difference in the forecasting model. In a similar way, reference forecasts Müller et al. (2005) , Weigel et al. (2007) , and Ferro (2007) , which we shall refer to as R01, M05, W07, and F07. These papers consider different scores (the Brier and discrete ranked probability scores, BS and RPS), make different assumptions, use different notations, and propose different interpretations of their results. Nevertheless, there are strong connections between the papers. We clarify these connections in Section 2 and discuss their interpretation in Section 3 before presenting a generalisation in Section 4 that includes results from all four papers as special cases. We present similar results for the continuous ranked probability score in Section 5. We adopt a notation similar to F07; a comparison of notations from the four papers is contained in Table I .
[ Table I ]
Connections
Suppose that we observe which one of K possible categories occurs at each time t = 1, . . . , n. Let I t,k = 1 if category k is observed at time t, and I t,k = 0 otherwise. Suppose also that we issue probabilistic forecastsQ t,k F o r P e e r R e v i e w equal to the proportion of m ensemble members forecasting category k at time t. A popular verification score for such forecasts due to Brier (1950) iŝ
This is known as the RPS (Epstein, 1969; Murphy, 1971) if the categories are nested and category K is certain to occur. For example, if the categories correspond to temperature not exceeding thresholds u 1 < . . . < u K = ∞ thenQ t,1 ≤ . . . ≤Q t,K = 1 can be thought of as cumulative probabilities.
When K = 2, the RPS is also known as the BS, which we write aŝ
whereQ t =Q t,1 and I t = I t,1 . We denote by p k the long-run frequency with which category k is observed to occur, and assume stationarity throughout.
M05 and W07 consider the ranked probability skill score, derive an analytical expression.
In the case of the BS, when K = 2, the expression derived by W07 becomes
where p = p 1 and B m = E(B m ) → B ∞ as m → ∞. Equation (2) gives the expected BS for m-member ensemble forecasts in which each member independently forecasts category 1 with climatological probability p. This is sufficient for defining fair reference values in skill scores, but more general expressions for B m with wider implications are obtained by R01 and F07.
R01 also assumes that ensemble members are independent and identically distributed but places no restriction on the probabilities with which they forecast the two categories. In this case,
where Q represents the probability with which any ensemble member will forecast category 1 at a randomly chosen time. Equation (2) is recovered when Q = p at all times. F07 relaxes the assumption of independent ensemble members to one of exchangeability. Exchangeability says that the labelling of the ensemble members has no impact on our prior beliefs about the values they will assume: their joint distribution is invariant to relabelling the members. Unlike independence, exchangeability permits dependence between members;
for example, members can be correlated with one another, as long as all correlations are equal. Exchangeability is justifiable for most initial-condition ensembles, with possible exceptions arising when differences among initial states are selected systematically and expected to persist over the integration time. Without exchangeability, generic ensemble-size effects such as Equation (3) do not exist because we know nothing about the statistical properties of potential new members, and therefore nothing about how they might affect verification scores.
Assuming exchangeability, F07 shows that Equation (3) generalises to
where R is the probability with which any two, distinct ensemble members at a randomly chosen time will both forecast category 1. Since Q ≥ R, the expected BS decreases as the ensemble size increases. Independent members implies R = Q 2 and recovers Equation (3). We return to the interpretation of Equation (4) is observed with frequency q on those occasions when Q = q. Substituting Equation (10) of R01 into Equation (15) of R01 reveals that, under the assumptions of perfect reliability and independent ensemble members,
for any M. This also holds under the alternative assumption of a 'perfect' ensemble in which not only the ensemble members but also the observation are exchangeable at each time. Given an original ensemble size m, the expected value of the BS that would be obtained for any ensemble size M = m can then be estimated without bias by
F07 also obtains an unbiased estimator for B M when the original ensemble size is m, but assumes that only the ensemble members are exchangeable.
This more widely applicable estimator iŝ
This estimator is undefined when m = 1, in which case F07 shows that an unbiased estimator for B M does not exist and the stricter assumptions behind Equation (5) must be employed. 
Interpretation
Increasing ensemble size merely improves the precision of the forecastsQ t as estimators for the probabilities that would be issued were the ensemble size infinite. Our most general expression (Equation (4)) for B m shows that the consequent expected improvement in the BS is independent of the observations, as are the adjustment terms in the unbiased estimators (Equations (5) and (6)) for B M . F07 noted that the latter estimator can be written aŝ 
The effect of changing the ensemble size from m to M therefore depends only on the values of m and M, and a measure of forecast sharpness, S. In particular, the improvement in BS from increasing ensemble size decreases as either m or the forecast sharpness increases.
The BS is often decomposed into reliability, resolution, and uncertainty
whereĪ k is the mean of the N k observations coincident with forecasts equal to k/m, andĪ is the mean of all n observations (Murphy, 1973) . Changes in ensemble size can affect both the reliability and resolution terms. For example, we show in Appendix A that, when ensemble members and observations are all independent and Q always equals p, the expected reliability and resolution terms are
where N is the number of possible forecasts k/m that are issued at least once.
If n ≫ m then E(REL) ≈ p(1 − p)/m and E(RES) ≈ 0, and most of the and W07 who show that a finite-sized ensemble is intrinsically unreliable. In a more general perfect reliability setting, R01 shows that the increase in variance of forecasts relative to Q brought about by smaller ensemble sizes results in over-confidence: forecasts less than p under-forecast and forecasts greater than p over-forecast, inflating the reliability term and giving a clockwise tilt to reliability diagrams. Smaller ensemble sizes also reduce the resolution term because fewer distinct forecasts are possible.
Generalisation
We have seen that F07 gives the most general results (Equations (4) and (6)) for the BS, but W07 considered the more general RPS (Equation (1)). In this section, we extend the results of F07 to the RPS.
SinceB K,m is equal to the sum of K Brier scores, one for each of the K categories, we immediately obtain
as a generalisation of Equation (4), where B K,m = E(B K,m ) → B K,∞ as m → ∞, and Q k and R k are the counterparts of Q and R for category k.
Since Q k ≥ R k for all k, the expected RPS decreases as the ensemble size increases. When ensemble members are independent so that R k = Q 2 k , and 11 
The unbiased estimator (Equation (6)) for B M also generalises tô
which can be used as before to estimate how the RPS will change with ensemble size, and to compare forecasting systems with different ensemble sizes.
As with the estimator for B M given by Equation (6), the foregoing estimator for B K,M is undefined when m = 1. Mirroring the derivation of Equation (5) for the BS, however, the estimator
is unbiased for B K,M under the stricter assumptions that either the Q k are perfectly reliable for all k and the ensemble members are independent, or the ensemble is perfect.
Let us also consider the multi-category BS, which has the same definition (Equation (1)) as the RPS, but requires the K categories to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive rather than nested. The foregoing results of this section for the RPS apply equally to the multi-category BS. However, the unbiased estimator (Equation (10)) for the multi-category BS also equalŝ
is the sum of the sample variances of forecasts for category k around the uniform forecasts 1/K. This generalisation of the sharpness measure (Equation (7)) for the BS attains its minimum value of zero whenQ t,k = 1/K for all t and k, and attains its maximum value of (K − 1)/K whenQ t,k = 1 for some k at each time t.
Continuous ranked probability score
Following a suggestion from an anonymous referee, we now perform a similar analysis of the effect of ensemble size on the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS, e.g. Hersbach, 2000) . This score extends the RPS from a sum over K categories to an integral over a continuum of categories, as follows.
Let I t (u) = 1 if the observation at time t fails to exceed a threshold u, and I t (u) = 0 otherwise. Let alsoQ t (u) be the proportion of m ensemble 13 
Assuming stationarity and exchangeable ensemble members, we show in Appendix B that the expected CRPS can be written as
where C m = E(Ĉ m ) → C ∞ as m → ∞ and {X 1 , X 2 } is any pair of distinct ensemble members at a randomly chosen time. Since |X 1 − X 2 | ≥ 0, the expected CRPS decreases as the ensemble size increases. Replacing the ensemble members in Equation (11) with independent variables following the climatological distribution yields a reference value for skill scores.
We can also write
where C M is the expected CRPS that would be obtained for an ensemble of size M. Therefore, an unbiased estimator for C M based on ensembles of size
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As with the estimator for B M given by Equation (6), the foregoing estimator for C M is undefined when m = 1. As for the BS and RPS, however, an unbiased estimator for C M does exist under the stricter, perfect ensemble assumption. In that case,
which leads to
and the unbiased estimator
As discussed in Section 3, increasing ensemble size improves the precision of the forecastsQ t (u). Equations (11) and (12) show that the consequent expected improvement in the CRPS is independent of the observations and proportional to a measure of average ensemble spread, with smaller improvement when the spread is low. Low spread arises when ensemble members are strongly dependent, so that new members add little independent information, or when the distribution from which the ensemble forms a sample is sharp, that is when confidence is high. 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w Our analysis of the CRPS also sheds light on our earlier interpretation of the effect on ensemble size on the BS. The mean difference between variables indicating whether or not two, distinct members forecast an event A is
Therefore, the effect of ensemble size on the BS given by Equation (4) has the same form as in Equation (11) for k = 0, . . . , m. We find the expected reliability in two steps: first fixing the N k and taking the expectation with respect to the I t , then taking the expectation with respect to the N k . Sincē
where I(A) = 1 if A is true and I(A) = 0 otherwise, the conditional expectation of the reliability given the
Taking the expectation with respect to the N k , use
to obtain the expected reliability
The sum in this expression is the variance of a Binomial random variable, and equals mp(1−p). The expected uncertainty term in the decomposition of the BS equals (n − 1)p(1 − p)/n and the expected BS equals (m + 1)p(1 − p)/m; subtraction yields the expected resolution, We derive Equation (11) for the expected CRPS,
By stationarity, the expectation of the integral is the same for all t, so we can write
where {X 1 , . . . , X m } and Y are the ensemble members and observation at an arbitrary time. Writing α = min{X 1 , . . . , X m , Y } and β = max{X 1 , . . . , X m , Y },
By exchangeability, we can then write the expectation as 
and similarly for |X 1 − Y |, we have
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